If you are: With a GPA: Interested in funding for: Consider applying for: (details on back)

4th/5th Year or Alum

3.7+
Graduate Study (All disciplines)
Rhodes, Marshall, Mitchell, Schwarzman

3.0+
Graduate Study (STEM/SocSci)
NSF Graduate Research Fellowship

3.7+
International
Fulbright: English teaching, Graduate study, Research, Arts

3.0+
Graduate Study (All disciplines)
Rhodes, Marshall, Mitchell, Schwarzman

3rd Year

3.6+
Grad School/Public Service
Truman

3.7+
STEM (Research)
Goldwater

3.0+
Environment (All disciplines)
Udall

3.0+
International/Language
Boren

2nd Year

3.7+
STEM (Research)
Goldwater

3.0+
Environment
Udall

3.0+
International/Language
Boren, Fulbright UK Summer (3.5+)

1st Year

3.0+
International/Language
Boren, Fulbright UK Summer (3.5+)

For more information about these and other awards, visit: www.uc.edu/nca/

*Students applying for endorsed awards must apply through UC's Office of Nationally Competitive Awards*
Meet with NCA as early as possible to discuss your fit for these awards.

* **Boren Scholarship**: Funds summer, semester, and year-long study in regions critical to US national security. Requires 1-year commitment to federal government employment after graduation (can be deferred).
  
  **Campus deadline**: Early January

* **Fulbright U.S. Student Program**: Funds cultural exchange in over 150 countries worldwide. One year post-graduate grant for research, graduate study, or teaching English abroad.
  
  **Campus deadline**: First Monday of fall semester

  **Fulbright US-UK Summer Institutes**: Three to six week academic and cultural summer programs at prestigious institutions throughout the UK for first- and second-year students.
  
  **Deadline**: Late February/Early March

* **Goldwater Scholarship**: Up to $7500 for undergraduate study for students interested in pursuing research-focused PhDs in STEM fields.
  
  **Campus deadline**: Late October

* **Marshall Scholarship**: Funding for graduate study in all fields in the UK. Scholars are intellectually very strong, have significant leadership potential, and can explain how they will contribute to the UK throughout their careers. Application requires 4 excellent letters of recommendation.
  
  **Campus deadline**: First Monday of fall semester

* **Mitchell Scholarship**: Funding for post-graduate study in all fields in Ireland/Northern Ireland. Scholars selected based on academics, leadership, and sustained commitment to public/community service. Application requires 4 excellent letters of recommendation.
  
  **Campus deadline**: First Monday of fall semester

  **NSF (National Science Foundation) Graduate Research Fellowship**: $30,000/year for up to 3 years of research-based study leading to a MS or PhD in STEM and Social Science.
  
  **Deadline**: Late October/Early November

* **Rhodes Scholarship**: Funding for graduate study in all fields at Oxford University. Applicants should demonstrate academic excellence, leadership potential in their fields, and the will and ability to “fight the world's fight.” Application requires 5-8 outstanding letters of recommendation
  
  **Campus deadline**: First Monday of fall semester

* **Schwarzman Scholarship**: Funds a one-year Masters program (in English) at Tsinghua University in Beijing designed to prepare an elite class of future leaders to meet the challenges of the 21st century.
  
  **Campus deadline**: First Monday of fall semester

* **Truman Scholarship**: Up to $30,000 for graduate or professional school for juniors who have demonstrated a commitment to making a difference through public service. Selection is based on academic promise, demonstrated public service, and demonstrated leadership.
  
  **Campus deadline**: Late October

* **Udall Scholarship**: Up to $5000 to sophomore and juniors with the commitment and potential to make significant contributions to the fields of the environment, tribal health, or tribal governance.
  
  **Campus deadline**: Early January

**Awards marked (*) require nomination or endorsement by UC.**